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What is it about me
that is actually part of the world at large?
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Am I a turning forth generational being
of parents and grand parents and theirs too?

Or more likely that
of a newer view of understanding
generationally threaded or seeded …

and in me a chance to pursue and provide
a much more beneficially informed way
of being, seeing and acting,
on that of a directional possibility
for more access to the realities
and probabilities available within my world
of other more powerful understanding?

                            ------0------
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I am,
it said on one cold and windy day
as a thought, voice and source
mind-full and flowing …
thoughts of and from where, unknowing.

I am of a forth turning
a wind of change required historically.

I am the voice
as source, wind as breath
to change outlooks,
refrain from despair, anger, violence and war.

I am of a forth way
the source of a change in heart and mind,
a time of being kind and truly caringly honest,
behaviour especially.
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I am the source, mind to a mind
thoughts coming in and on to your own -
to allow for change in outlook,
change in behaviour outburst
to change as in knowing why you do continue –
to lack love of oneself and others
to turn for goodness sake,
to turn for love as in a worthwhile life,
to turn to begin learning about life
as learning is a life,
a story, an adventure on earth
each and every day and way;
to turn facing the future as of the now
to appreciate not to denigrate.
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I am yes the you as too in all other peoples
and as such opportunity to know –

Love is of a statement
to view all people equally, uniquely
and with a conscience, heartfelt appreciation.

But …
and this is the clincher or decider –

without the ability to turn forth,
to turn away from
and now
turn toward a more agreeable view,
life, all life, including you, are dead
in terms of a valuable creature living now.

For the future has no hope
but repeating more so
the deeds and seeds of misadventure, disdain
and or hell as hatred pertains …

and then wars,
more hell as in deathly acts, killing at will,
morals no way possible, life of ill,
deceit and fear all out of a past
just being regurgitated here and or there
more so, with far, far more fear.

                  ------0------
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So turn away – loss more each day.
Turn toward love as self
born to learn what is best to spread
joy, truth, value, potential, purpose
and loving care,
kindness whenever, where ever or just being there.

                 ------0------

Love you see is turning to Me,
the source of a life on earth,

breathless as in a physical world or realm
but consciously active,
mind to a mind full of knowledge
as time endlessness of a historical being
knowing all about expression of a life
and now what it does eternally mean …
Care for oneself.
Love the life regardless.
Care to provide joy where possible.
Appreciate the life on earth experiences.
Give not to that
which is of a ‘lesser than’ respectful stance.
Appreciate the pain of loss as unfair
and give learning not hate the upper hand.

                 ------0------
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So in the forth turning is a life opportunity
to reach a state to value all of a life,
the learning ability to survive against adversity,
hellishness as hate, wars and strife.

But … in all that of a turning toward

know no easier path,
but of each tiny step toward loving yourself
uniquely gifted with that voice
of those who too are with and guiding you.
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ForthTurning:

Ways to which one can attain
inner knowledge about a life,
how to behave, accept and gain
knowledge as thought to inspire

and no longer refrain,
deny or corrupt thought
as superfluous
but in the main instruct as in love.

                 ------0------
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Continued …
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Continued …
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Continued …
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